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Temple in Amritsar, after a pitched battle with hundreds of 
terrorists from Bbabar Khalsa: Dal Khalsa, and other Sikh 
sects-all of which function under the WSO political com
mand. 

From his base in Vancouver, Parmar regularly travels 
throughout Canada to recruit assassins at Sikh temples. Par
mar has definitely been party to the meetings arranging the 
deployments of Sikh terrorists for use in India and the United 
States. 

Frank Camper: The FBI assists a murder plan 
On May 4, the New Orleans Police Department, after 

being alerted by Indian security, arrested five members of the 
Sikh Student Federation-an arm of the WSO-just minutes 
before their planned murder of Bhajan Lal, chief minister of 
the Indian state of Haryana, then in Louisiana for medical 
treatment. 

That same weekend, some 15-20 Sikh terrorists had con
gregated at a camp in Colombia, New Jersey, for training 
exercises to prepare for a projected murder of Rajiv Gandhi 
during his early June state visit to the United States. 

The trainer of both teams was Frank Camper, a contract' 
agent for the FBI and a self -desribed mercenary. 

The scandalous feature of the New Orleans arrests is that 
they occurred over the loud protests of the FBI, which claimed 
that no arrests should have been made until the actual attempt. 
Correspondingly, despite the fact that the Colombia Sikh 
camp was under 24-hour surveillance by the FBI, with their 
own agent serving as instructor, all SSF assassins were let 
slip by the FBI as they fled to Canada upon learning of their 
cohorts' arrests in New Orleans .. 

Two of the Sikhs who fled Colombia had also been through 
Camper's "Mercenary School" in Dolomite, Alabama, which 
had trained the New Orleans team, beginning in November 
1984, jn such fine arts as "mine placement, use of plastic 
explosives, and industrial sabotage." These two-Lal and 
Ammand Singh-were later implicated, by some sources, in 
the June 23 bombings of the Air India and CP Air flights. 

Lal and Ammand Singh were joined by the rest of the 
fleeing Sikhs in Canada-their original point of departure. 
According to some sources, the whole training exercise under, 
Camper was arranged by Lakhbir Singh of Vancouver, the 
nephew of BhimIfanwale, who also reportedly attended the 
recent Niagara Falls meeting. 

The FBI-Camper training in many cases is not necessary 
per se; many of the Sikh terrorists are veterans of the Indian 
army and many of them served earlier in special commando 
units once led by WSO leader, Gen. J. S: Bhullar. Tbe Camp
er schpol, however,provided the Anglo-Soviet controllers 
of the Sikh separatists with the "sheep dipping" that would 
place a "Made in U.S.A." label on Sikh terrorism, while 
keeping the Sikhs under the eye of the FBI, an intelligence 
agency that has always functioned as a sub-branch of the 
British Special Operations Executive. 
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Mossad, ADL created 
Sikh terrorism 

by Joseph Brewda 

On July 26, Dr. Carlos Arosemena, former President of Ec
uador, arrived in London, England, together with a high-

' 

powered state delegation. This included Dr. Cristobal Mon
tero, former Ecuadorian ambassador to Canada and current 
director of immigration for the foreign ministry, and a curious 
Sikh convert named Atma Singh Khalsa, born Adelbarto 
Calegari, of Milan and Quito. After meeting with the Ecu
adorian charge d'affaires at Heathrow airport, the party trav
eled up to Kingston upon Thames for the meetings which 
were the object of their long trip. Under what was then great 
secrecy, the Ecuadorians sat down with Dr. Jagjit Singh 
Chauhan, the self-described president of a Khalistan govem
ment-in-exile. Accompaning Chauhan were representatives 
of the Dal Khalsa, the National Council of Khalistan,. the 
World Sikh Organization, and the other Sikh terrorist organ
izations who have conducted assassinations and terror-bomb
ings over the last months: 

Under the grandiose plans laid out by the Ecuadorian 
delegation, some 30,000 acres of land�in a prime coca
growing region-would be granted by Ecuador to a duly 
recognized "Khalistan Government-in-Exile." Chauhan and 
company would also be provided the suitable building com
plexes in Quito to house the exiled government in fitting, 
dignified style. 

Why is it that Ecuador, of all places, took the decision to 
officially safehouse the most important assassin movement 
today, in the face of opposition by all civilized nations? For 
the answer, one has only to look to Israel and its secret 
intelligence agency, the Mossad. Ecuador is notorious as the 
Mossad base of operations and stronghold in Ibero-America. 
The displacement of the world cocaine trade out of Peru, 
through the vigorous action of its newly inaugurated Presi
dent Alan Garcia, has deepened the Mossad grip over Ecua
dor-imd deepened its commitment to cocaine production. 

Ecuador became the Ibero-American headquarters of the 
Mossad back in 1977 when Israeli Gen. Rehavam Ze'evi, 
then advisor to Israeli Prime Minister Menachem B�gin on 
the "Warfare against Terror" formally left Israeli government 
service and emigrated to Quito. Ze'evi was accompanied by 
his longtime sidekick, Betsalel Mizrahi. Both have been 
widely accused within Israel of being the "godfathers" of the 
Israeli Mafia. 
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While stationed in Ecuador through 1980, Ze' evi found
ed and directed a "counteF-terror" consultant firm more or 
less exClusively employed by the Ecuadorian government, to 
which he was an official advisor. Ze'evi is also said to have 

, offered to arrange arms deals for Ecuador just months after 
the Pentagon had vetoed Israeli defense ministry attempts to 
sell Ecuador the Kfir jet. 

From his base in Quito, Ze'evi reportedly cooperated 
with elements of the Argentine navy to overthrow the Boliv
ian government in 1980 and install the notorious "Cocaine 
Colonels." The sa,me Ze'evi then negotiated a huge .arms . 
package to that regime, which immediately became a leading 
dope exporter. 

Among the leading figures who arranged this Chauhan/ 
Ecuadorian government agreement to safehouse Sikh terror
ists is Rabbi Morton Rosenthal of New York. director of the 
Latin American Division of the B'nai B'rith's Anti-Defa
mation League. Rosenthal, according to reliable sources, is 
one of top ten highest-level operatives of the Mossad in the 
Western Hemisphere. having special oversight over Mossad 
communications stations. To this end, he has reportedly been 
involved in establishing secret Mossad communications sta
tions in the Amazon River valley, perhaps not that far from 
formerly well-entrenched cocaine plantations in the Peruvian 
and Colombian jungle. . 

Rosenthal is a business partner and close political asso
ciate of one of the key Anglo-Soviet controllers of the Sikhs-
the quaint spook, Jon Speller. Based out of his book publish- "

ing firm in New York, Speller is the controller of· Dr. Jagjit 
Singh Chauhan and the sponsor of his past tours to the United 
States· . It is Speller who arranged for Chauhan and the Sikhs 
to meet his co-thinkers in the Heritage Foundation, the Eli 
Lilly Endowment, and High Frontier) Lt.-Gen. (I;et.) Daniel 
Graham, among other individuals and institutions, in an im
aginative effort to dupe the U. S. government into aiding and 
abetting the Khalistan movement against India. 

Speller. had earlier been instrumental ih convincing cer
tain factions of U. S. intelligence that funding and supplying 
arms to the Afghani Mujahedeen, the pro-Khomeini, alleg
edly pro-Western guerrillas, was in the U.S. interest. Spell
er's Committee' for a Free Afghanistan is among the institu
tions that Chauhan is in contact with-and from whom Sikh 
separatists receive massive supplies of arms. . 

The Mossad assistance to the Sikhs in such ventures as 
establishing "Eretz Punjab" in the Ecuadorian jungle is not a 
recent development. The entire "Khalistani movement"
and its terrorism-has been carefully cultivated by the Isra
elis, on behalf of Anglo-Soviet interface networks exempli
fied by Jon Speller. Chauhan and General Bhull\ir's claim 
that the model for Sikh separatist terrorism is the Israeli Irgun 
is not merely metaphorical. 

Investigation by EI R has established that the command 
structure of the World Sikh Organization is led by a Mossad
directed "old boy" network emerging out of the Indian army. 
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The "Khalistani movement" demonstrating in Washington last 
June 12. 

This network has been linked to the Mossad since at least the 
1971 Indo-Pakistani war. 

The individuals who formed the WSO have been mem
bers of a loose 'grouping within the Indian army with years
long association with the Mossad. While Jagjit Singh Chau
han, the former finance minister of Punjab state ,'was installed 
as WSQ figurehead, the day-to-day direction of the move
ment was given to: Gen.,Jaswant Singh Bhullar, Brig. Iqbal 
Singh, Brig. Parminder Singh, and Gen. Sebag Singh, who 
was killed in the Golden Temple with Sant Bhindranwale. 

During the 1971 Indo·-Pakistani war in Bangladesh, WSO 
General Secretary General Bhullar was a commander in the 
infantry and is the individual who took Dacca, one of the key 
actions of the war. Brig. Iqbal Singh, pow perhaps the lead
ing commando handler for the WSO, was then a Iieutenant
colonel in the same Eastern theater. Parminder Singh, Iqbal 
Singh's relative by marriage, now resident in Nova Scotia, 
was an Indian army specialist in commando tactics .. 

General Shebag Singh, an intimate associate of General 
Bhull�r, was during the war one of the top Indian army 
specialists in developing "insurgency movements" within 
hostile states. Shebag directed the well-known Mukti-Bahini 
guerrilla movement within East Pakistan, which successfully 
fought the Pakistanis in an effort to create an independent 
Bimgladesh. 

Shebag's expertis,e in manipulation of separatist move
ments, commando tactics, and arms smuggling was later put 
to good use for the Israelis, British, and S<:,viets in their tactic 
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of fragmenting India. It was only Shebag Singh's death
while serving as the military adviser to Bhindranwale at the 
Golden Temple-which prevented his installment as a top 
WSO controller; furthering his oversight over Sikh hit teams. 

These former Sikh Indian army officers aU served under 
the then-head of the Indian Army Eastern Command, General 
Jacob, and it is through Jacob that their early connection to 
th'e Mossad was forged. Jacob, who later became the Indian 
arm� chief of staff, is the product of the ancient Indian JeWish 
community, originally formed in 100 A.D. following the 
destruction of the Second Temple in Jerusalem. Over the 
centuries, this community

' 
was supple'mented by significant 

Jewish emigration from the old intelligence center of Aleppo, 
Syria, whose key families, such as the Dweks, also show up 
as the leading merchant families of Calcutta. This same Alep
poan Jewish community, today centered in Jerusalem and 
Brooklyn, is currently working to hand the Middle East over 
to Moscow in exchange for KGB support of a Greater Israel. 

According to some sources, Jacob had excellent relations 
with the Mossad throughout his career and was among those 
Imlians who insisted upon India's upgrading of diplomatic 
relations with Israel. According to these sources, Jacob and 
his associates were part of the same constellation of Jews 

Sikh terror incldents 
since the Punjab accord 

On July 23 • Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi and Sant 

Barchand Singh Longowal. moderate leader of the Akali 

Dal. the Sikh political party. agreed to a bold. compre

hensive .�ettlement of disputes between Punjab and the 

Indian central government. The agreement paved the way 

for dealing with any problems in Punjab which actually 

originate in India. Since that time. the following actions 

have been taken internationally by the terrorists: 

July 30: All-India Sikh Student Federation members and 
followers of Joginder Singh, father of the late Sant Bhin
dranwale, riot at Golden Temple in Amritsar, condemning 
the Longowal settlement,! 

July 31: Congre�s-I MP Lalith Makhan is shot dead by" 
two unknown assailants in Delhi. Makhan was a close 
"associate of Rajiv Gandhi and the son-in-law of the gov
ernor of the state Elf Andhra Pradesh, Shankar Dayal Shar� 
mao Makhan's name was included in a hit list published 
by the People's Union for Democratic Rights, under the 
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within the Indian army officer corps who had expedited Gen. 
Moshe Dayan's secret tours of India during the Desai gov
e"rnment of 1977--80. This same group may have been instru� 
mental in establishing the dope kingdom of Nepal as the 
Mossad center it is today. 

This same old-boys network is not only central to direct
ing the WSO terror operations, but running arms to supply 
them as well. 

The Israeli arms route 
According to investigations by several U.S. and foreign 

government agencies, the arms now reaching Sikh terrorists 
in Punjab, flow from the United States into Canada and from 
there into Pakistan. Not so curiously, the same individuals, 
routes, and sources of supply are also used by Westemagen
cies to supply guerrillas in Afghanistan. It is a well-known 
fact that as much as 30% of the arms officially slated for 
Afghanistan, through Pakistan, wind up in Sikh hands in 
India. " 

According to reliable sources, much of the U.S. arms 
reaching India are smuggled from the United, States.into 
Canada on the remote Montana-Alberta border. These arms 
are then transshipped through Winnipeg, Manitoba, and on 

title "Who are the guilty?" The list charged various Indian 
leaders with violence against Sikhs. " 

Aug. 1: Moderate Sikh leader Harchand Singh Longowal 
escapes by seconds an armed attack by the All-India Sikh 
Student Federation, as he prepares to speak a� the Golden 
Temple. Longowal had signed an accord with Prime Min
ister Gandhi oile week before, ending the Akali Dal (Sikh 
party) support for an independent �njab. 

Aug. 3: A planning meeting to kill Rajiv Gandhi is held 
in Hamilton, Ontario. Among those involved, directly or . 
indirectly, are Balbir Singh Nijjar and Darsan Singh Saini 
of Toronto; Kuldeep Singh of Detroit, Michigan; and Sur
git Singh and Talwinder Singh Parmar of Vancouver. A 
terrorist team is reportedly dispatched to India to strike 
Gandhi on his birthday, Aug. 20. 

Aug. 5: World Sikh Oorganization spokesmen Uday SiI!gh 
of Sudbury, and Darsan Singh Saini and Jaswant Pal Singh 
of Vancouver hold prt;:ss conference in Toronto to take 
credit for the murder of Lalith MakhaR on July 31. 

Aug. 8: Delhi police file charges of plotting to overthrow 
the government against 58 Sikh terrorists responsible for 
a wave of tr�sistor radio bombings in Delhi in May which 
killed 84 people. 
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to Montreal. Anus caches in Montreal are supplemented by 
a flow of arms originating in Detroit, Michigan, and reaching 
Montreal via Windsor and Toronto, Ontario. 

From Montreal, these arms are then shipped to Sydney 
and Glace Bay, Nova Scotia on the remote Cape Breton 
Island. From Sydney, the arms are put aboard Greek and 
Irish ships bound for South Asia. The final details of these 
shipments are reportedly overseen by the above mentioned 
Brig. Palminder Singh, a resident of Sydney, Nova Scotia, 
since 1975. 

One of the leading figures in this entire smuggling and 
terror network is one Col. (ret.) Yoram Hamizrahi, formerly 
of the Israeli Defense Force and now resident in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba. A Mossad sp�cialist on Central and South Asia, 
Hamizrahi served as the commander of the Israeli army in 
Southern Lebanon between 1976 and 1980. During this time, . 
he was also the official Israeli army liaison to Col. Sa'ad 
Haddad and his Southern Lebanese Army. During this same 
period, Hamizrahi was the unofficial liaison t9 the terrorist 
Shi'ite al-Amal in Beirut. 

Following employment as a BBC correspondent in Le
banon, Hamizrahi emigrated to Winnipeg, where he estab
lished a security intelligence consultant company and opened. 

Aug. 20: Sikh gunmen enter the home of senior Congress
I leader and former state legislator Gurdial Saini, chief of 
the party in Jullundur, critically wounding him. D. D. 
Kullar, a local Congress leader, is killed. 

Aug. 20: Sanl Harchand Singh Longowal is assassinated 
by two Sikh youths as he speaks in Sangrur, calling for 
Sikhs to support his settlement with the Indian govern
ment. The assassination is a major blow to efforts to return 
Punjab to normal. 

Sept. 4: Arjun Das, Congress-I member of the Delhi Met
ropolitan Council, is shot dead at his office by three Sikh 
terrorists. Das had been closely associated with the late 
Sanjay Gandhi, Rajiv's brother. Das had not been includ
ed on the terrorists' "Who are the guilty?" hit-list, but was 
widely alleged to be responsible for anti-Sikh rioting. 

Sept. 14: Sikh terrorist leaders congregate in Buffalo, 
New York, reportedly to plan assassination of Rajiv Gan
dhi on his upcoming Oct. 22-25 visit to New York to 
participate in the U.N. 40th anniversary celebrations. Par
ticipants reportedly include: Surgit Singh of Buffalo, Gen. 
Jaswant Singh Bhullar of Washington, D.C., Kamail Singh 
Gill of Ottawa, Lakhbir Singh of Vancouver, Balbir Singh 
Nijjar, Darsan Singh Saini. Talwinder Singh Parmar is in 
nearby Hamilton, Ontario, on the same date. 
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up shop with Canada's Sikh terrorists. 
Together with his wife, who has written profile studies 

on the Canadian Sikhs, Hamizrahi was instrumental in as
sisting the "marriage" of the Sikhs in Canada to Islamic 
terrorist networks from Pakistan, Iran, and Lebanon, among 
other locations. 

Despite Hamizrahi's deployment to Canada, he has re
mained close to Rafi Eytan, formerly director of Mossad 
covert operations in Western Europe. Not so coincidentally, 
Eytan (a.k.a. "Dirty Rafi") was the replacement appointed 
by the Israeli government in 1977 as the Prime Minister's 
Office's Advisor on the Warfare against Terrorism, as that 
position was evacuated by General Ze' evi when he left for 
Ecuadbr. Eytan, a protege of Gen. Ariel Sharon, is part of 
the Mossad faction which strenously promotes Islamic ter
rorism as a pretext for Israeli expansion, including aiding the 
Shi'ite terrorists of Iran and Lebanon. 

One reflection of the now completed integration of Sikh 
and Islamic fundamentalist terrorists, was the July 4-7 To
ronto conference of the "Islamic Circle of North America," 
which drew over 1, 000 representatives-including key ter
rorist representatives of the Sikhs separatists. Among the 
major delegations at the meeting were the Shi'ites who had 
just hijacked TWA Flight 847 on June 14, ,the Sikhs who 
bombed Air India Flight 182 on June 23, and at least two 
Afghanistan guerrilla movements. 

Among the key figures who addressed the conference 
were Abdul Almott'al Jabri, a top leader of the Muslim 
Brotherhood of Egypt; Garuhar Ur Rahman, leader of the 
fundamentalist Jamaat-e-Islami parlimentary faction within 
the Pakistani National Assembly and Prof. Burhanuddin 
Rabbani, leader of the Jamaat-e-Islami Afghan guerrilla or
ganization. Prominent attendees of the conference included 
Prof. Mohammed Ayoub of the University of Toronto, an 
Islamic terrorist controller and liaison with the Sikh represen
tatives present. 

Simultaneous with the conference, the Canadian govern
ment allowed the top Iranian terrorist controller, Ayatollah 
Zamani, to travel to Toronto with an eight-man delegation, 
nominally charged with preparing for the Canadi!ln Shi 'ites' 
then upcoming yearly pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Among the items of discussion at the conference and 
related meetings with the Iranians held that week was the 
need for more explicit support of Khalistani separatism by 
Islamic terrorist networks. Another item was the massive 
expansion of Shi'ite and Sikh blind-terror actions within the 
United States. 

How, one may ask, could such a terrorist gathering occur 
so openly? Primarily because many of the terrorists assem
bled there are themselves recipients of U.S. arms under the 
justification that Islamic fundamentalism is hostile to Soviet 
expansionism. Not coincidently, the Mossad, which sold 
certain fools this KGB line with the assistance of Jon Speller, 
is today overseeing this arms pipeline. 
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